WATCHPAX 60 RACK MOUNTING KIT
WATCHPAX 60 media servers can be placed as standalone units or installed in a 19-inch rack using
the WATCHPAX 60 RACK MOUNTING KIT.

Outer part installs in rack

Inner rail attaches to
server with three screws
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Contents

2. Attach the inner rail to the WATCHPAX 60.

2 x rail sets (each set consists of two parts – one part
attaches to the rack and the other to the WATCHPAX 60)
• 1 x cable managment arm
• 8 x cable clips
• 6 x screws

Place the WATCHPAX 60 unit flat. Line up the inner rail
with the groove along the side of the WATCHPAX. Attach
the rail to the WATCHPAX using the three screwholes and
screws (included) on either side.

•

You will also need a star screwdriver (not included)
IMPORTANT: The WATCHPAX 60 weighs approximately
10 kg. When lifting or carrying the unit, always maintain a good grip on either side of the body of the unit to
avoid accidents.
When sliding the unit in or out of the rack, it’s a good
idea to have assistance to help guide the unit in/out.

How to

3. Adjust the length of the rails to fit rack dimensions.

1. Disassemble the rail set.
Each rail set consists of two pieces: an inner rail and an
outer rail. The rail sets are shipped pre-assembled and
you need to disassemble these first. The telescopic outer
rail will be installed in the rack unit and the inner rail will
be attached to the WATCHPAX unit.

Loosen the 3 screws on the rail that will be installed in
the rack and slide the bar to adjust the length of the rail
to the depth of your rack. Remember to tighten the screws
securely when you have adjusted the length.

To disassemble: extend each set fully, depress the safety
latch and the inner rail will slide out.
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4. Attach the outer rails to the rack.

5. Insert the WATCHPAX 60 into the rack.

Mount the 2 outer rails inside the rack, using nuts/screws
at front and back. Make sure both rails are mounted
at the same height to ensure that the media server is
installed level!

With a secure grip on the body of the unit, lift the
WATCHPAX 60 (which has rails attached to it, see point
2) and slide the inner rail into the outer rail in the rack.
IMPORTANT: As you guide it into place, you should hear
an audible click. This is the safety latch engaging. If
you do not hear it, then the safety latch is not engaged
and there is a risk that the unit is not properly installed.
Remove the unit and try again.
When the safety latch is engaged, the unit can slide forwards to a certain degree but not be pulled out fully.
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The cable management arm is used inside the rack and
attaches to the rails. The arm helps keep cabling in order
and ensures that no cables are accidently pinched or left
dangling outside the rack.

7. Affix cabling from the WATCHPAX 60 to the cable
management arm with the cable clips (included).

The front end is attached to the rail, immediately behind
the WATCHPAX 60. The other end bolts to the back of
the rail/rack.
There are two pins at the front of the cable management
arm. Rotate these to disengage the lock, align the front of
the arm with the hole in the rail (behind the WATCHPAX
60). Rotate the pins again to lock in place.
Bolt the other end of the cable management arm to the
rail bracket at the back of the unit.

8. Remove WATCHPAX 60 from the rack
To take the WATCHPAX 60 out of the rack, stand in front
of the rack and pull the unit towards you, maintaining a
secure grip on the body of the unit on both sides.
Release the two safety latches at the front, one on either
side of the unit. When these are released/pressed, you
should be able to remove the unit fully from the rack.
IMPORTANT: If you are removing the unit and are unsure
if the safety latches are engaged, take special care to
avoid dropping WATCHPAX 60. Keep a firm grip on the
body of the unit on either side at all times and be ready
to take the weight of the unit.
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6. Mount the cable management arm, if desired.

